and sizeable physical format, both in folio size and the area reserved for images. 4 The Paris and Vienna manuscripts are very close in size; although both have had their margins trimmed, their folios share an approximate size of eleven by seventeen inches. 
The Kitāb al-diryāq ostensibly concerns the famed 'universal antidote' of Antiquity and is attributed in its title to Galen, with the commentary of Ya yā al-Na wī ( John the Grammarian/Johannes Grammatikos or Johannes Philoponus) of Alexandria.
6
Scholars of Greek literature have never considered the Kitāb al-diryāq an authentic work of Galen; rather, it may be a pseudepigraphic Arabic original work.
7
Commonly referred to as a scientifi c or 'pseudoscientifi c' work in the secondary literature, the Kitāb al-diryāq has also been described as an esoteric treatise containing elements of numerology.
8 A careful reading of the text, however, points to an identifi cation of the Kitāb al-diryāq as a literary 'hybrid.' While 4 While the term luxury book usually applies to works of courtly patronage, 'luxury' status may be ascribed to the illustrated Kitāb al-diryāq manuscripts (especially the Paris Diryāq) with little reservation. 
